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To Break All Time Record

Fall Enrollment Of

450 Over Top Capacity
Priority System Listed

Main Building Renamed;
e Called Tillman Hall

In an. all-out effort to accommodate as many former
students as possible Clemson is planning for an over-capacity
enrollment 'which will total approximately 2750 students for
1946-1947. This figure is given not as the normal capacity
of the institution which has already been exceeded, but rather
as an estimate of the total number of students which can be
jammed into the facilities available.
The barracks are already
crowded beyond normal capacity ■
for 1946-1947, and additional
reservations for enrollment are
being made only for former students who can find living accommodations in the community
On June 6, the War Department
or in neighboring towns. In 1940The name of Benjamin F announced approval of a post-war
1941, the 2300 students enrolled
(Pitchfork Ben) Tillman, former policy concerning the Reserve Orgovernor and United St(ates sen- fidfers Training Corps, which makes
Elections were held on June crowded classrooms and laboraator from South Carolina became provision for military training in
19, in the college chapel with tories to normal day-time capaa permanent part ojf Clemson last two divisions, the Junior ROTC at
Wilbur Greyard presiding assist- city, but this coming session class
week when the board of Trus- approximately the secondary school
ed by Joe Spearman and Jack and laboratory work will be contees adopted a recommendation educational level, the Senior ROTC
Reese. The executive officers ducted at night if necessary to
to name tjhe Administration at the junior college and college
electee! were: president, Wilbur provide for as many former stulevel.
Building Tillman Hall.
Greyard; vice-president, H. M. dents as possible.
The program is the result of a
As early as 1886, Senator TillThere is additional room in
Reed; Sect.-Treas. L. A. CrawHamp
Wiggins,
editor
of
the
man had written a series of let- three months study by the War Dejunior and senior sections, but it
ford;
and
Historian,
R.
P.
Lange.
1947
Taps,
has
announced
that
an
ters advocating the establishment partment, during which time a
Twelve representatives were has become necessary to restrict
of an agricultural and mechanical number of civilian educators and exhibition of the, yearbooks pubelected
to serve on the executive the number of sophomores to a
college for ilhe state of South Car- military authorities were consulted. lished before the war will be
committee
following the election total of 1100 and the combined
olina. During his two terms as Among recommendations adopted, held in the near future. The purenrollment of freshmen and sophof the officers.
governor, Clemson was establish- and presently pending legislative pose of this exhiition is to show
Each class chose Its representa- omores to 2000. The vast majoraction,
was
one
granting
increased
those
stuaents
who
were
not
at
ed.
tives and married students also ity of students whose education
Senator Tillman served on the emoluments to Senior ROTC stu- Clemson before tne war just
chose representatives. Wilbur was interrupted at Clemson were
dents
to
make
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more
what
the
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looks
like
and
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shown
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talking
Greyard,
new president, express- freshmen and sophomores at the
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what
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can
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for
1888 until the time of his death
time they left the college, and
over
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groupThey
are
as
follows
from
left
to
right;
L.
A.
Crawford,
secre-Jed
the
desire
to "coordinate the for this reason the class and
The
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ROTC
program,
their
money
when
the
Taps
in 1918, as he was designated
mostly
conducted
at
the
college
oomes out next spring.
by Thomas Clemson, in his will,
tary; R. P. Lange, historian; W. B. Greyard, president; and H. M. Reed, vice-president. Xatol to form^ doserTnU laboratory facilities for underThe cost of putting out the
to be a lifetime trustee of Clem- level, will consist of two parts,
team to carry ou the policies as classman subjects will be greatly
known
as
the
elementary
course
taps has risen from approxison College.
set forth in the constitution to overtaxed as' these students reand
the
advanced
course,
the
latter
mately forty to fifty per cent
Two other' Clemson buildings
insure success on the infant or- turn.
since the last book was put out
were named in honor of former including a summer camp.
The figure of 1100 sophomores
ganization'.'
The elementally course will be a in 1943. Each student, may thereprominent South Carolinians who
is
approximately 400 in excess
minimum
of
three
hours
per
week
Although
only
three
meetings
fore
expect
to
pay
a
larger
price
devoted much time to the develhave been held, toe new exe- of the normal pre-war capacity,
opmenl and welfare of the college. for two academic years of 32 weeks for his book than ever before.
cutive committee has tackled the and it is for this class that greatly
Barracks Number One is now each. It will be given at military Each student pays In his activity
institutes which offer college fee three dollars for his Taps.
immediate small problems £..-_, increased classroom and laboraSimpson Hall in honor of the courses
do not grant college However, this amount totals only
with the assistance of Dr. Frank tory facilities must yet be proman who drew up the Thomas i degrees, but
junior colleges, and civil- half of the sum needed to pubSchirmer, faculty adviser, hopes vided before September. With the
G. Clemson will and a former- ian and military
colleges and unito arrive at the best possible so- very limited possibility for prolish the book; thererore the rest
chairman of the Clemson Board versities.
viding any additional space, it is
lutions to these problems.
of Trustees Barracks Two is
of the money is obtained by charThe Advanced course will consist ging each student a certain
President Pooie is said to be in almost inevitable that the probJohnstone Hall, honoring former
of five hours of
favor of the organization and, lem must be solved by a schedule
State Senator Alan Johnstone of of a minimum
instruction per week for amount for picture space. Clubs
presses the desire to achieve of classes.at night in addition to
Newberry, who served the Clem- formal
each. The summer camp will be of are also billed for their space.
held during the regular
greater cooperation from vet- classes
son Board of Trustees boifh as a eight weeks duration, instead of Regardless of the increase in the
The Clemson College Concert
state trustee and later as life the present six, if legislation per- cost of publishing the book, the
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enrolled
at
Clemson day-time hours.
The
results
of
the
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Annual
Members of the South Carolina Series has just announced an all
The requests for reservations
trustee.
mitting the extension is enacted. activity fee has not been incres"Training Inspection carried out through the veteran's organiza- received by April 5 were suffiOfficial names were given two The advanced course will be con- .ed; therefore, the extra cost must chapter of the American Insti- star program for 1946-1947 in- here on May 8 have just been tion.
Clemson roads by the Clemson ducted only at civilian and military be collected directly from the tute of Architects opened their cluding Gladys Swarthout, Fritz received by the military authorParking has been the major cient to fill the institution to
1946 summer gathering at Clem- Kreisler, Eugene List, The Natgoverning group. Morrison Road colleges offering four year courses student body.
problem
confronting the admin- capacity for 1946-47. It was on
ities.
was named in honor of William leading to a degree.
A few members of the senior son College July 7 with a large ional Symphony Orchestra and
istration
and
the executive com- that day that the institution found
As a result of the training inrepresentation
from
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Greenthe
United
States
Navy
Band.
S. Morrison, first professor of
mittee
has
taken
notable action it necessary to establish a system
A student under 19 years of age, Taps staff are working on ,the
the ROTC unit at Clemhisiiory at Clemson, and Colonial who otherwise meets the require- yearbook during the summer ville area.
Gladys
Swarthout,
leading spection,
in this direction. A case came of priorities in granting additional
son
received
a
rating
of
"ExcelJ. C. Hemphill of Greenwood mezzo-soprano of the MetropoliCircle on which now stands the ments for admission to the Advanc- months and a great deal of work
up whereby a veteran was not reservations as cancellations ocHanover ' House, a restoration ed Course, ROTC, may be permit- is expected to be completed by is president of the chapter, which tan, Chicago and San Francisco lent". As an outcome of the Ad- to be permitted to enroll in Sep- curred. Priorities in the order
ministrative Inspection, Clemson
from the Santee Cooper area.
ted to pursue the Advanced Course the opening of the fall semester. is one Of the most active in the Operas, voted the "best female also received a rating of "Ex- tember for violation of the park- named were set as follows:
1. Former students desiring to
without expense to the government. The- design for the cover of the southeast. Walter F. Petty of classical vocalist on the air" for cellent".
ing regulations but the commit- return
to the college to resume
Upon reaching the age of 19 years, book has been completed and Columbia is secretary-treasurer. four years in succession, and
tee
had
the
punishment
rescindThe training inspection was
their education .
The program for the two-day star of five highly successful mohe may then be formally enrolled has been sent to various concerns
ed
By
President
Poole
and
has
made by an inspection team from
2. South Carolina new student
and pursue the remainder of the for bids. The photographer will session follows:
tion pictures, will open the series First
Army; at the same time an recommended the following so- veterans.
Advanced Course at government begin taking the individual picTuesday: 10:30 a. m., regisra- on October 10.
administrative
inspection was lution to the parking problem.
3. South Carolina new student
expense, receiving credit for train- tures during the next term of ion, third floor, Riggs hall; inspec"We recommend parking tic- non-veterans.
The United States Navy Band, made by an inspection team from
ing received prior to formal enroll- summer school so as to have as ion of department of architecture;
kets
to
be
given
as
usual
by
parkwhich
appeared
on
the
first
Clemthe Fourth Service Command.
ment. The Professor of Military
4. Non-resident (out-of-state)
much work as possible out of 11:30 a. m.. committee and board
ing sub-committee. These tickets new student veterans.
For the second term of the Science and Tactics shall be per- the way before the rush begins meetings; 12:15 p. m., visit to the son concert series in 1940-1941, Both of these teams consisted of will
be
presented
to
the
execuand
was
brought
back
in
19415. Non-resident (out-of-state)'
summer semester beginning on mitted, at his own discretion, to in September.
old home of John C. Calhoun; 1942 by an enthusiastic popular six officers.
tive committee of the veterans new student non-veterans.
July 29, it is estimated that a allow up to one year of credit in
Colonel
Thackston
extends
his
12:45
p.
m.,
visit
to
college
kitorganization and the case will
demand, will again appear at
Shortly after April 5 it was
total of 1300 regular Clemson the elementary course for prior
chen; 1:10 p. m., luncheon in col- Clemson on October 31. The mar- thanks to the Cadet Corps for the be reviewed . For the first A-"
evident that the college could
students will be enrolled. The service in the armed forces.
lege
dining
hall;
welcome
by
—Continued on back page not accomodate all of the former
the Junior ROTC and
tial music and variety program cooperation which he received.
enrollment this summer will be theWhereas
President Poole, introduced by
elementary course of the Senby the Navy Band has
students who desired to return.
three times the normal summer ior ROTC will provide only gen.%il
Dean Earle; response by chapter presented
always had a popular appeal.
For this reason it became necesenrollment and equal to the military training, the advanced
President Hemphill.
sary to establish priorities withaverage enrollment for the 1945- Senior ROTC will be of a specialAt 2:30 p. m., meeting of chap- Fritz Kreisler, violinist, and unTau Beta Pi, National En- ter in architectural library, rfla disputed master in his field, has
in the former student group. In
46 session.
ized branch type
designed to
establishing these priorities the
In the interest of enabling stu- qualify selected students for re- gineering Honor Society, will in- Riggs hall; ladies' party in trus- been secured by the committee
dents to complete their educa- serve commissions in the several itiate seven new members into tee house; 4:30 p. HI., "Ante-Bel- for a concert on December 9. To Our Prospective Students:
which laboratory work occupies Faculty Council emphasized the
Mr.
Kreisler
has
had
a
long
and
tion at the earliest possible date, branches of the service, such as the the organization on July 15. A lum Homes Illustrated," by GailThe demand for a place *o a minor place, it would not be need for accommodating those
the two terms ol eight weeks Infantry, Field Artillery and oth- week of informal initiation will lard Hunter, followed by visit to unusually successful career but jsquia^das u; uostueio *B ^pms difficult for the college to swell students who were nearest to
each have been provided, allow- ers. At present, there are ho Air end with the formal initiation "Hanover" house, "Woodburn" still holds his place in American has far exceeded the facilities its enrollment to a far greater graduation, while at the same
ing a student to complete a full Force ROTC units, established of ceremonies and a banquet on and Pendleton; 6 p. m., dinner in hearts as the greatest violinist -k>f the college. By utilizing avail- number than the present facili- tune recognizing the date the
semester's work during the sum- which will require legislative ac- the night of July 15. These seven college dining room; 7:30 p. m., of all.
able and temporary space the ties will acommodate. However, student applied to return. The
tion. An air program for ROTC is new men along with the five "Future of Architecture in Franmer months.
The National Symphoney Or- enrollment will be somewhere we are far-removed from the lib- groups were established as follows:
A total of 1171 regular Clem- under consideration at the present present members will act as a ce," by Professor St. Hubert, 300 chestra, enthusiastically received between 2,700 and 3,000.
eral arts education. Every stunucleus to restore the Alpha of Riggs hall, social meeting follow- by the Clemson audience in 1942,
Priority Application Received
son students are enrolled for the time.
Actually others could find liv- dent entering Clemson must
War Department is present- South Carolina Chapter of Tau
current term ending on July 27. ly The
1
Apr. 6-May 15, 1946
was scheduled for a return ening.
study chemistry and physics and
ters in
seeking
passage
of
enabling
leggTg^meTtte foltowing yeaV War ** ^%
-arby towns but all agricultural students must
Since the first term also serves islation to grant emoluments to stu- Beta Pi to its former place as
2
May 16-July 15 1946
Wednesday:
10
a.
m.,
"India
in
the
most
serlous
dlfflcu
con
as a summer school for school dents in the elementary course of one of the outstanding organconditions and transportation dif- fronting the heavy enrollment
»y
- study botany and zoology. The
3
July 15-Nov. 15, 1946
is
Color,"
by
Professoor
Wiss,
300
teachers, cotton classes and oth- the Senior ROTC of 66 cents per izations at Clemson.
4
Nov. 16-Apr. 1, 1947
ficulties prevented the appearof these subjects is
The seven men who achieved Riggs hall; 11 a. m., meeting of ance of the orchestra in 1943 insufficient laboratory space. The importance
er special groups, an additional day plus uniforms, and to increase
5
Apr. 2-July 15, 1947
often
a
determining
factor
in
the
145 individuals are -caking cours- the emoluments to students in the membership are W. D. Brackett, chapter,
It was decided that within
architectural
library, but this outstanding organization maximum use of all the pres- final success of the students in
es, making the total enrollment advanced course to 66 cents plus N. W. Skinner, W. J. Bost,W. Riggs hall: ladies' party in trus- is again on tour for 1946-1947. ent classrooms and improvised curricula such as horticulture and each group priority be given -in
classrooms
can
meet
the
need
1316 for the first term.
$1.25 per day. Under this plan, the E. McCown, M. E. Wilson, Jr., tee house; p. m. luncheon, col- The concert at Clemson will be of theoretical instruction. Ample electrical engineering. English, the order named to seniors, junThe 1171 regular Clemson stu- advanced students will be required W. F. Gunnels, Jr., and J. W.
iors, sophomores, and freshmen,
on February 15.
faculty can be obtained since a mathematics, and economics are
lege dining room.
—Continued on page three Hawkins.
dents enrolled this term include
Eugene List, recognized as one surprisingly large number of equally important but they are with first consideration to those
students who are in line to com1101 veterans and 170 non-veterof the most brilliant young pian- those faculty members on mili- basic courses requiring no labor- plete the requirements for their
ans. Students who are 25 years
atory
exercises.
The
laboratory
ists in the world, will appear at tary leave elected to return to work in botany, zoology, chemis- degrees in the shortest time afof age or over number 271, or
Clemson. Also, new additions of
23% of the student body. StuClemson on February 19. Even able yc^ung men to the faculty try, and physics is considered of ter the date they can be accomdents enrolled in engineering curbefore the Potsdam meeting, have been made.
equal importance to the class- modated.
ricula number 622, or 53% of the
room
lectures and recitations.
when
he
played
for
Truman,
Numerous proposals have been
entire enrollment.
Churchill, and Stalin, Eugene made, and given due considera- Any makeshift handling of the
curricula
and the courses on
List was headed for the top as a tion, that the colege establish which they are built would be
schools
at
airports.
Here
again
concert artist. He made his New
the important and ever-necessary unfortunate. At a distance chanYork debut at Carnegie HalT in chemistry, botany, physics, and ges may appear to be meritorious
All former Clemson juniors
December, 1935, as soloist with zoology laboratories make it in- but they are more exacting and
and seniors who wish to redemand further study and consume their education at the
the Philharmonic Symphony Or- advisable to inaugurate instruc- sideration.
tion'
elsewhere.
It
must
be
uncollege and have not yet apchestra.
The fact that 2,300 freshmen
"Its not the high cost of living;
derstood that education at Clemplied to return are urged to
All regularly enrolled students son is thorough in both theory could not be accommoodated this
it's the cost of high living."
write to the Registrar imare admitted to the concerts with- and practice. The splendid reput- year is indeed disconcerting. It
—Dr. Crouch
mediately.
While no addi* * #
tional reservations can be
out charge" since $3.00 of the ation of the college and the suc- really hurts because so many
young men fear, and their par"Now watch the board while I
made in the barracks, the
student activity fee is allotted cess of its graduates spring from ents share their leajc, that un- run
through it."
junior and senior classes are
the fact that our students study
for the series. The price of Sea- basic theory and learn at first less they can go to college im—Prof. Edwards
not yet filled to capacity for
* * *
son Tickets for facultv members hand how to apply it in a prac- mediately after graduating from
1946-47.
"A bachelor is a man who has
By locating rooms in the
and people of the community will tical way. To vary this philoso- high school they will never go
to college. It would be well if
Clemson community these
be $5.00 including tax. Single phy of education would be to they could realize the truth that retained his intelligence."
—Prof. McDowell
students can be accommodatoffer inefficient work and would
admission tickets, if available, be contrary to what the college very few young men between
* * *
ed for the coming year, but
will total $9.00 for the five con- promises its students. The gradu- the ages of sixtesn and eighteen
can hardly be accommodated
"I'm just as damn mean as they
if they wait until 1947 to reates would be disappointing un- make serious stuaents. Many are say I am."
certs.
poorly
prepared
and
others
fail
turn. There will be over a
—Frog Ware
The sale of Season Tickets less they are educated, under the to apply themselves toward meet* • *
thousand sophomores in
high purpose motives to which
will
be
limited
to
500
in
order
THE
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are
shown
above.
They
are
from
left
ing
the
ardous
requirements
of
1946-47 who will jam the
the college adheres. If the col"If you don't mind, I'll give
classrooms and laboratories
to right: W. E. McCown, W. F. Gunnels, J- W. Hawkins, W. J. Bost, N. W- Skinner, and that an equal number of chair lege offered curricula leading to college courses and consequently my own quiz."
for junior and senior subjects
Prof. Burtner
; seats may be held for students.
the liberal arts degree only, in
—Continued on back page
W. D. Brackett.
in 1947-48.
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ITS UP TO YOU
tacks and set up a constitution for a powerful and workable organization. Those veterans responsible for the founding of this
constitution deserve no end of credit. It is a pity that the majority of the vets are not interested to such a degree. At the
meeting held for the purpose of electing the officers and the
council for the organization there were present only about
three hundred of the thousand or so veterans in the student
body.
It is hoped by The Tiger that in the future more of the veterans will take an interest in the important affairs that are of
concern to them. At most of the colleges and universities in the
country the veterans organization is the most important and influential group on the campus: this has not been the case here
at Clemson. It should be.
The officers of the organization are all capable men: all that
is needed to insure the success of the organization is the wholehearted cooperation of every veteran. One of the biggest troubles
with the people of this country today is their lack of interest in
their government as evidenced by the extremely light registration and voting this year. They have only themselves to blame
for the conditions that exist.
So the veterans have only
themselves to blame for the conditions that they forever gripe
about if they do not show an interest in their organization.

The Tiger salutes the members of Clemson's midget cadet
corps for their standing up so well under the trying conditions that exist for them during the hot summer months. To
watch them standing lost in the vast exanse of Bowman Field,
to see them sweating out these hot days choked by a necktie, to
see the many unreasonable things forced upon them brings
admiration and praise from those of us who are so fortunate as
to not be under the yoke.
When it is taken into consideration that many of these students have been coming to college for two, some for three years
with no break of any sort except for the short seasonal holidays, and that the workable unit of ROTC students numbers
only 150, the matter of continuing the military set-up during
the summer seems highly illogical from a common sense point
of view. Some sort of break is needed after two years of studies
and military life. The military should at least tend to become
a bit lax instead of becoming so much harder. Clemson is not
an army unit; it is an institution of learning1. Quoting the
college catalog," Clemson College is operated as a military
school, not for the purpose of making soldiers, but in order
that the students may learn the importance of loyalty and
obedience to authority, and acquire the habit of being courteous,
systematic, and punctual. The military system does not in any
"

Certainly one who is familiar with the situation as It exists
today knows that these words in the catalog are a bit out of date.

THE VALUE OF A VOICE
The students of Clemson are very fortunate indeed in having
the Tom Clemson column in which to offer constructive criticopportunity- The most common thing at Clemson today is eterism but just how many of them are taking advantage of this
all of the time. However, this griping stays in the disorganized,
sporadic stage.
The Tiger is lucky to receive two letters to Tom Clemson
between each issue. A similar column to this one, the B-Bag in
the army's Stars and Strips was the most popular feature in the
entire paper. Through the letters written, a lot of good was obtained for the enlisted man, who can be compared with the ordinary student at Clemson. In fact, the column was so powerful
that it was one of the first things that the regular army "caste"
officers wanted to prohibit after the close of the war.
If all of those who have serious complaints would sit down
and put them into a comprehensible letter to Tom Clemson, it is
very possible that these complaints would be looked into and
some steps taken by the authorities to correct them.
If the complaints are not heard, how can one expect them to
be rectified? The Tiger urges the members of the student body
to take full advantage of this opportunity.

IN RECOGNITION
The Tiger takes this opportunity to show its gratitude to
DR. FRANK B. SCHIRMER of the Chemistry Department for
the enthusiasm and support he has shown for Clemson since his
return here in February.
While a student at Clemson, Dr. Sehirmer was cadet colonel
and a leader in just about every activity on the campus. Graduation from Clemson has not dimmed his sense of responsibility
toward the college in anyway. At the present time he is faculty
advisor to Blue Key and to the newly formed Veterans Organization, and is a most active member of the Tiger Brotherhood.
At any time he has been available for sound advice and help.
Clemson stands in great need of more active and progressive
faculty members such as Dr. Sehirmer, a Clemson man in the
truest sense of the word.

would become cognizant of the fact that cadets have some
pride and are extremely conscious of the frequent murmurs
of disprova.l from the campus people, students, and visitors; perhaps some feasible plan could be adopted whereby
cadets would not be required.to drill as units, or parade
during the summer session. Of course their drill credits
er of this article that cadets would suffer no hardship in
the loss of the two thirds of a credit.
During pre-war days (and are we not attempting to return to pre-war practices?) no military was required of students during the summer sessions. Why must it be now with
a maximum of 150 cadets participating ? Perhaps this is being a bit superficial but nevertheless it allegedly remains the
opinion of the students.
It seems fitting at this time to mention the fact that the
method in which students are punished for class cuts is a
bit unfair. I say fitting at this time because it seems that
the Board of Trustees and the committee in charge of the
measure failed to pass judgement on the class cut system
recommended by the senior council last semester. 'Subsequently, it looks as if we will be stuck without a class cut
system for some time.
Under the present set-up, students are punished militarily
for academic deficiencies. This is not a reflection on any
one person but merely a failure of authorities responsible to
see the student's side of the situation. It is plausible that
some cadets may not be permitted to enter college again
due to excessive demerits. Perhaps a'great many of these
demerits were received for class cuts by which he was cutting his own throat academically, not military. Is it fair?
Rumors have been voiced through the campus by students
as to the price of the 1947 Taps. Ere we give the Taps Staff
too hard a time about prices, let us think for a minute on
the cost of publishing next year's Taps. Rising costs due
to war, rising costs due to OPA abolishment and numerous
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way interfere with the regular college work

and it has been agreed among cadets that their appearances
have been duly criticized. If the authorities
responsible

should be relinquished, but it is of the feeling of the writ-

At last the veterans at Clemson have gotten down to brass

"Stack" Joye shoould careful
of who he lets woo in his automobile. Joe
Jolly you coulda
closed the door.
Oscar Says
he wonders what kind of fuel
the U. S. S. "Tug" Abernathy,
skippered by "Whiskey Willy",
was burning that time it steamered in at three in the morning.
Oscar Says
the colonel's stooge, BTO Lytle,
should watch to whom he gives
parking tickets to on a dance
weekend. You were okay before
the war, Lytle, have you turned
GI?

The talk of the town when narrowed down to a single
topic, is evidently the lost cause of the Clemson Cadet Corps.
Arguments, both pro and con, have been voiced by students
as to the survival of the cadet corps during the summer

other things have necessitated the rise in price of the Taps
over pre-war prices. If we want a Taps (and I am sure most
of us do), let us begin saving the pennies now. By the time
payment for Taps is due, we should have enough money,
thus enabling Clemson to take one more long and revered
step back to pre-war times.
The other day I picked up the May 24th edition of the
"Gamecock'' and, just glancing through* noticed an article
written by Mr. Michael Karvelas. This article is of little importance to my constituency but there is just one thing
which aroused my temper. In the article, which discussed
the time at which newly elected student body officers will
take office, is mentioned the fact of the newly-elected president taking a vacation. Quoting Mr. Karvelas, "What will
happen when a newly-elected president decides to vacation
his summer near the wilds of Clemson (for some unknown
reason) and come back in the fall?". My contemporary
must know nothing of Clemson's surroundings due possibly
to the fact that he stares through a blank window pane. Mr.
Karvelas, your apology is accepted.

Thru The
Tiger's Eye
Classes should end immediately upon the sounding of
the first bell at five minutes
until the hour. Some professors do not seem to realize that
theirs is not the only course
that a student is taking. It
takes quite a while for one to
walk from the Physics building to the "Engine house."
The prompt ending of classes
upon the first bell would make
it easier for both the student
and the professor at whose
class he is forced to arrive
late.
If the cadet corps is forced
to take calisthenics at such
an early hour in the morning,
it does seem that they could
take them in some area besides that in front of Barracks
No. 2 where they arouse the
occupants, most of whom do
not have to arise for two more
hours.
The mess hall looks and has
the atmosphere of a different
place now that the table cloths
have been put into use again
and the silverware has been
cleaned up. It seems to be the.
only thing at Clemson that
is like it was before the war.

It has been noticed that the
ROTC has received some new
equipment in the form of two
27 MM anti-tank guns. Just
how many hours of valuable
time will be wasted by the
ROTC students in the study
and gun drill of this long obsolete weapon Is unknown.

Oscar Says

the army cast system is really
getting a workout when Capt.
Drennan jumps from captain to
sergeant to captain. These sergeants have oscar's sympathy.
Oscar Says
"Radar" Rader certainly has
the right name, he'll pick up ati„
thing.
'—Oscar Says
Frank'
"Staghound"
CartJOHNNY ERVIN, PRE-MED SENIOR from Darlington, has wright should get a woman of
the unenviable job of commanding Clemson's 150 ROTC his qwn and quit trying to hog
students. He may be a little man, but he has sh/own that he everybody elses at the dances.
Oscar Says
—
can handle a job of great magnitude trying to keep this small
Clemson's zoot suiters, Wallace,
band in the cadet corps functioning in a military manner in Lucius,
and
E.
L.
Thomas
the heat of summer and overwhelmed by the vast number of would have looked more approveterans on the campus. Johnny is an active member of Blue priate in a Harlem dance hall
than they did at the Clemson
Key and The Tiger Brotherhiood.
dance last weekend.
Oscar Says
if
Greyard
would use the hot
*
air which he blows his mouth
*
off with to do ^sorrve work, he
would accomplish more.

COLONEL ERVIN
COMMANDS LOST CAUSE

Roughly
Speaking

*
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Chatter
By Ed Osborne
Comedy was running rampant
in former issues of The Tiger—
that is back in the days of Earl
Mazo and the unforgettable character "Thro'Jtlebotton" J u d d o
Chapin (Much Ado About Nothing')
In an effort to get our own
humor in the swing of things,
we've looked over former issues
of the esteemed Tiger and have
run across items thatl shouldn't
go unnoticed from our very loyal
readers.
We'll give E. F Wilson, one of
Mazo's reporters, credit for a
valuable suggestion that'll prove
handy for some of our resident
married veterans. In and editorial
enti'lled "Something About Liquor
And Marriage And all" he writes:
"When you set married and you
—Continued on page three
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AS YE SOW, SO SHALL YE REAP....
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Oscar Says
it really PO's oscar to think
that the infantry officers are
just getting back to school when
the air corps, officers have been
here for three semesters.
■

——Oscar Says

it seems that seniors like Jimmy Hawkins should rate more
than first lieutenant when juniors like "Compost" Covingtpn
have majored.
1

Oscar Says

"Stup" Baxley has found romance in the Drama Class. Rumor has it that Jack Connor has
too.
Oscar Says
you should have seen "P Lo"
Ervin's face turn red when "Big
Job", the beauty operator, spoke
to him on the steps of the "Y"
when she departed. Seeing is believing.
Oscar Says
now that the cost of living is
rising. "Mister" Wiggins is begging nickels instead if pennies.
Oscar Says
since the
two missionaries
have been away this summer,
"Pete" Perry has really been raising hell. Maybe the missionaries
were good for you, Jim.
Oscar Says
he is planning on taking a
quick hop down to
Daytona
Beach_to Monty Califf's one and
only Margaret. He (oscar) has
certainly heard a lot about her.
Oscar Says
"Ham" Lowder can now be
called the "swimming pool" Romeo after his episode with the
yard engine.

t

%

Disturbing to many at Clemson last week was news of the deallh
of OPA. Faculty members, extension workers and student veterans,
all with fixed salaries or allotments, wondered how much less their
dollar would buy in the weeks to come with all price ceilings removed.
Their answer was not long in coming as the average market
price for basic commodities jumped up 3.7 per cent the first day aftier
the removal of price control. Chester Bowles, former economic
stabilization boss, estimated thall living costs might double if price
ceilings were not restored Events seemed to bear him out, as the
price of meat wen<( up 35% in some instances last week.
Clemson's married student veterans, already hard put to balance
budgets on 90 dollars a month, groaned under the additional living
expenses which would largely have to come from meager savings
accumulated while ttiey were in service. Veterans living in barracks
wondered if higher living costs would force the college to.increase
the amount charged for mess hall meals, further decreasing their
monthly 65 dollar allotment.
Meanwhile, obstructionists in Congress continued to block attempts to pass some sort of workable price control law, as telegrams and letters continued to pour in from all over the countjry
demanding some legislation to control inflation. At week's end the
odds were 10-1 against passage of any such measure.
The blame for 1)he present concltion seems to lie largely with
Congress. Disregarding overwhelming popular sentiment in favor
of price control, both houses voted crippling amendments which
would have nullified the purpose of the legislation. It remains to
be seen whether upsurging prices will make Uhem bitterly regret
their action. In the meantime, veterans and faculty members will
suffer the consequences
Since this College was established under the terms of Thomas
G. Clemson's will over fif% years ago, the institution has been known
officially as The Clemson Agricultural College.
This name was probably well-chosen when the college was
founded, but with the rapid growth of the schools of engineering,
arts and sciences, textiles, and chemistry the official name of the
college is now actually a misnomer. Despite the continuing importance of agricultural subjects at Clemson, almost three fourths of all
students now major in other schools of the college.
Sometimes a graduate in talking with someone not familiar with
Clemson is hard put to explain how he obtained a degree in electrical
engineering, for instance, from "The Clemson Agricultural College".
Of course incidents of this kind may be comparatively rare, but they
are nonetheless important to the prestige of the college.
Since Clemson is a state institution, any proposed change in its
name would have to be approved by the State Legislature, but
this would prove no obstacle, if college authorities approved the
change. Suggested official names would include Clemson College,
as the college is usually known, or Clemson A & M, tjhe official
designation of most state land grant colleges such as Clemson.
Either name would serve to correct a false impression in. the minds
of those who know of Clemson only through written accounts of
college activities in newspapers or other nationally circulated publications-
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Oscar Says

since "Compost" Covington is
advertising manager for Taps, he

should run
his BRAND.

WHAT CAN BE DONE TO RELIEVE BORESOME WEEKENDS AT CLEMSON?
James R. Thomas—3—Dascusville
Either sign all the fellows permits for the week-ends or make
this a co-ed institution.
J. W. Hawkins—i—Greenwood
Last Summer we had dances at
the outdoor theater.
Why not
now?
James A. Smith—2—Mullins
For those that stay here on
week-ends we should have a large
outdoor swimming pool, archery
range, and ping pong tables.
Billy Atkinson—2—Mullins
Have dances and ask the girls
from other schools; also allow
boys to go home on Saturdays.
Carroll Brown—3—Anderson
Have' more and betted recreational facilities at the "Y" or run
a special bus to Limestone.
B. M. Faile—3—Kershaw
Why can't the; "'Y? sponser

more dances to be held in the
"Y" or in the Amphitheater.
Bud Lucius—2—-Dillon
Pitch more BIG dances.
Jim Meares—2—Nichols
- —
Have more exterior recreations
and more socials.
Dan Kennerly—3—Cordova
Let the boys off. That's the best
thing I know.
Winston Godwin—2—Summerton
There should be some sort of
recreation here for us on the
week end. If there is not any'
provided here, let the cadets
leave whenever possible. Most of
the cadets and ve's never study
on the weekend even if they stay
here.
W. F .Dukes—2—Branchville
- Swimming should be allowed
in the "Y" pool on Sunday afternoon.
L. M. Gulledge—1—Sumter
Bring over a few girls from
neighboring schools.
M. E. Williamson—3—Donalds
Have more dances.
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DEAR TOM:
More than two years ago I wrote
my last words as editor of The
Tiger in "Talk of The Town" in
the February 24, 1944 issue. Needless to say if the present readers
recall the contents, it stirred considerable wrath of indignation
from (members of the administration but more from the faculty—to
whom the article was directed.
I had briefly summed up what
the 1944 senior class found when
they returned to Clemson under
ASTP-ROTC. We didn't find, as I
then described it, the "home" that
we had left. On the whole, we were
not welcomed by the .instructors,
nor the adminstration. As I then
commented, we did not want to be
returned to Clemson. For those of
us who majored in Agriculture and
General Science, we are forced to
take Engineering on a War Dept.
directive. Numerous other colleges
did not require their returning students to do such. On the whole,
then, we disliked our return to
Clemson, we hated our four months
wait over period until OCS. Finally, the days for our departure to
OCS rolled around and we left
Clemson, left the place that in a
few months we had grown to dislike. In "Talk of the Town'" I also
said that I hoped that when we returned from the war that we would
find a chariged Clemson, that we
would find the school that we had
loved in our first three years, that
we'd find Clemson—a home.
And now, two years
later—a
long two years for some of the
fellows—some of us are
back.
Slowly, one by one, an old fami'iar face pops up. Within the next
few months, if all goes well, the
majority of our class will have returned.
We returned, as I now see it, to,
as everyone will admit, a greatly
changed Clemson. I speak not in
terms of the lack of the ROTC uniform, or the lack of the frequent

parades—but rather—I speak of a
changed faculty—a changed student body.
I think I speak for the great majority of veterans — I
know I
speak for myself—when I say that
the faculty as a whole shows a
great respect for the students desire to learn—they actually seem
greatly interested in the majority
of their veteran students. The Administration though apparently indifferent on most subjects, is endeavoring to aid the veteran in
every possible manner. Few, if any,
annoying restrictions have been
placed on the vet. Everything has
been done to make our final years
of study pleasant. Yes, although
Clemson lacks esprit de corps and
is not in the least as it was during our freshman year back in '41,
it is more like we would as veterans, have it if we had a complete
say so.
My opinions expressed are based
on observations made only since
my return to Clemson in June. I
do not speak for the past term, nor
for any future terms.
Although
agreeably
satisfied
with the scholastic set up between
the veteran and administration, few
students are pleased with the general stand-still or even down-grade
Clemson has taken with outside
and general extra-curricular activities.
The Mess Hall and its same food,
that we had when we
entered Clemson in the fall of
'40 rightfully continues to be the
topic of most "bull" sessions.
I
speak not in terms of quality or
quantity being comparable to that
of Army foods, however it is my
contention that a better balancing
of a diet coupled with
variety
would greatly enhance the pleasure
of a meal. We have seen Army
mess halls in overseas areas feed
far larger numbers than this mess
hall and results were superior. Is
—Continued on page three
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Howard Remains as Chief
Jones, Hinson Other Heads
Head Coach. Frank Howard of
Clemson College recently announced a re-assignment of coaching positions within the Tiger
sllaff and indicated plans for "A"
and "B" squads in football, basketball, and baseball here during
the 1946-47 college year.
Major changes placed Coach
Bob Jones at the helm of Clemson's basketball squad and moved
Coach Walter Cox into the spot
Jones vacates as hea<J coach of the
boxers. Jones was a Clemson football and baske'Jball star of the late
1920's while Cox was a regular
guard on Clemson's 1939 Cotton
Bowl football team.
Coach A. W (Rock) Norman
who has coached basketball and
track here since 1940, will devote
full time to training the Tiger
athletes, handling all sportls equipment, assisting with the football
B-Squad, and coaching the trackmen.
Coach Randy Hinson, mentor of
the Clemson baseballers who
copped the South Carolina state
title and led the Southern Conference standings at the end of
the season just finished, will
coach the baseball A-Squad, with
Cox directing the B-Squad.
Announcing plans for football
"A" and "B" squads with "a few
intercollegiate games for the BSquad boys" Coach Howard announced the football coaching setup as follows: A-Squad; Coaches
Howard, Cox, Jones and Covington McMillan, another Tiger star
of the late 1920's; and B-Squad:
Coaches Hinson, McFadden, and
Norman.
In addi'.Son to these major
coaching assignments, Coach
Howard said that Bob Jones will
continue to direct the Clemson
golfers, expected to be a standou,,,
Southern team next! spring ana
that Hoke Sloan, local business
man will again coach the tennis
team.

WITH BILLY NUNN
Coach Frank Howard has consented to act as guest columnist for this issue. We are more than glad to print below
his message to all who are interested in Clemson athletics.
Attempting to write a "column" at this time about Clemson sports for the coming year is just about like trying to
answer the 64-dollar question. But the Tiger editors have
asked us to fill this space of the summer issue for them, and
so here goes—
If present plans do not go astray, Clemson will be
competing with other colleges this year in football, basketball, boxing, baseball, track, golf, tennis, and probably
swimming. There are sports in that list for every student
at Clemson, and this is an invitation for every student who
has athletic inclinations in any of these sports to report
for practice when the team in which they are interested
as a participant starts working out.
Before going into a brief discussion of football, which
most readers frobably exfect me to devote at least fart of
this "column" to, I want to point out to all Clemson students.
alike splendid cooperation Clemson's alumni and friends are
giving our IPTAY Club this year. It is certainly no secret
that without IPTAY it would have been all but impossible
for Clemson's athletic teams to command the respect they
now enjoy from other colleges throughout the country.
IPTAY is literally the "life's blood" of Clemson athletics,
I hardly know how to begin a preview of Clemson. football for the coming season. We of the coaching staff. are
so very close to the situation it is entirely possible that we
are more confused than, anyone else. In fact, I imagine that
Dick Dunkle, of Athletic Forecast or Paul Williamson, of the
Williamson Rating* System could probably give a more accurate Clemson football forecast for 1946 right now than I
can. These fellows size up a team in relation to other teams
of the nation. They do it impartially, cold-bloodedly, and
sometimes with disconcerting accuracy.
Our team will, I am positive, be better this fall than
it was a year ago. We will have a stronger line, a faster
and better backfield, and more boys. The only joker
in that statement is the accepted fact that practically all
other college, teams will also be better. I know that
Georgia, whom we must play on September 27th, will be
much stronger this year. So strong, in fact, that whispers
are already abroad that Georgia may play a return engagement at the Rose Bowl. (But don't lose sight of the1
fact that before going West the Bulldogs must play Alabama, who almost had a lease on the Eastern dressing
room at Pasadena.)
We are going to miss—very much—Marion (Butch)
Butler this fall. ..One of our major worries at the moment is
finding a tailback who can handle the passing and punting
and part of the running. We have plenty of candidates for
that position, but none of them have played college football
—or have not played it recently—enough for us to be sure
of what they can do- If I were forced to make a decision
right now for a game tomorrow, I probably would put Hal
Leonard, of Columbia, in at that position, but between now
and the Presbyterian game it is entirely possible that Red
Brisindine, Ralph Kennedy, Mbnty Byers, Jack Miller, Arial
Warrick, or Ezra Embler—or maybe even someone else—
will change my mind. It is subject to chang, probably several changes.
Whether or not we have as good a team as we hope this
year depands considerably upon how ex-servicemen readjust
themselves to football. We made up a tentative squad roster
recently and found that 52 of the 82 boys are former servicemen. Thirty-five members of the squad are football lettermen. Some made letters as far back as 1941 and there is
a four year jump between their former playing and the 1946
season.
With lettermen like Ralph Jenkins, Jim Sultis, Ray Clanton, Bob Turner, Bo Saunders, Milton Wiggs, Mavis Cagle,
Clint Dyer, Chip Clark and Eddis Freeman returning to our
line this fall, there is little doubt that the Clemson line will
be much stronger, more experienced, and better reinforced
than it has been since 1941.
»
All of the linemen I have mentioned made letters last
fall. Among the lettermen linemen, who are returning from
the services and who should help us a lot are Charlie Minims,
Chick Gainer, Bill Hunter, Francis Richardson, Tom Salisbury, Jack Ross, Wayne O'Dell, Harley Phillips, "Big Willie"
Smith, Phil Prince, and Bill Smart.
Carey Cox, who played football at Clemson before going
to Carolina as a Naval student where he won a football letter,
is returning to help Ralph Jenkins at center, and so is Jim
Austell- Still more center help will come from Ralph Curtis,
a freshman.
There are fourteen lettermen backfield candidates,
seven of them 1945 lettermen and seven of them letter
winners of previous years. Both of the lettermen tailbacks, Monty Byers and Jack Miller, have sandwiched
army service between their playing days.
At fullback we hope to have Dewey Quinn, Jim Reynolds,
Bill Rogers, and Billy Rogers (two different fellows), Billy
Poe and June Pruitt, the two boys who played wingback most
of the time for us last year, are to be back, and we hope to
get a lot of good ball carrying at this position from Jim Whitmire, a 1943 letterman, and Robert (Schoolboy) Gage. Gage
may be. played at tailback or wingback this fall. We don't
know yet.
We are going to have quite a problem at blocking back
this year. Right now it looks like Sophomore Bob Martin,
a non-letterman, may be the No. 1 boy at this position, but,
as in the case of the tailbacks, it is certainly possible that
lettermen Tom Mcllwain, Olin Cleveland, John Moorer, or
Spivy Rowell—or someone else—will make us change our
minds before the first game.
Trying to get a picture of Clemson's 1947 football at this
time is purely a guess- We can tell you more about it after
six weeks of practice gives us a better line on each individual.
All we know positively right now is that we have several
pretty good football players available for next season, they
seem to be in a frame of mind for a lot of good football, and
we will do the best we can with a rough schedule consisting
of Presbyterian, Georgia, N. C. State, Wake Forest, South
Carolina, Virginia Tech, Tulane, Furman, and Auburn.

Post War ROTC
Continued from page one—

SUMMER SPORTS
Pictured above are the various forms of recreation in which the clemson students are participating this summer. Included among thi s galaxy are golf, tennis, billiards, swimming,
and volley ball,

to buy their own uniforms.
Minimum requirements for a reserve commission will include the
successful completion of four years
education at the college level and
the successful completion of the
Senior ROTC course. The student
also must have reached the age of
21 before he is granted a commission. For a commission as a First
Lieutenant in a professional
branch, such as the Medical Corps,
the candidate, must have received
his professional degree.
In case a student is specializing
in a technical or scientific field,
such as engineering or chemistry,
and the institution does not have
that ROTC branch, he may be sent
able to assume that Clemson stu- to a summer caimp of the approdents, could cooperate and revive priate branch, such as the Corps of
the once used phrase—"A Great Engineers of Chemical Warfare
Clemson, Growing Greater?"
Service camp, and obtain his commission in that branch within quota
Very Truly Yours,
, limitations.
Ed Osborne.

Vets And Cadets Pass Time With Golf,
Swimming, Tennis, And Volley Ball
By BILLY NTJNN
With the major sports inactive
until the fall season opens, one
might suspect
that athletics
around the campus would be
slightly on the dead side. Such,
we are glad to say, is not the
case. Although no intercollegiate
contests are taking place competition runs high around the
campus.
Woe be unto the resident of
the quadrangle who expects to
get in a few quiet nours of "sack
time" on a vacant afternoon.
With two volley ball courts going full blast just outside the
window, it is virtually impossible to "relax in the arms of Morpheus". Pick-up games are carried on at all times of the day
with almost everyone participating at some other time or other.

The tennis courts are also the
recreation. From the beginners
who do the "beery-buster" to the
perfectionists of the "swan-dive",
it seems as if everyone literally
scene of much activity. Every
day sees numbers of boys going
past the quadrangle toward the
courts for the purpose of "pinging a few across". Questions as
to who is the best always bring
out the startling fact that. nobody can beat anybody else, but
somehow
we have
a suspicion that there will be keen
competition for the places on the
tennis team next year.
The Y pool and the lake at
Boscobel draw large crowds each
day. In fact, the Y pool has had
to devise a schedule so that everyone will get a lair chance to
indulge in this popular form of

wants to be "in the swim".
Last, but by no means least,
is the golf at our beloved Boscobel. With so many duffers going
out daily to try their skill at hitting the little white ball, it's a
wonder that there is any grass
left on the entire course. As usual the golfers take evasive action
when approached on the subject
of score. However, a proof of the
fact that there are no cowards at
Clemson, they always go back
swearing that with good luck
they will "par" the course.
Thus we can see that "athletics for recreation" is really "the
slogan at Clemson this summer.
So with little more to be said,
let me find my tennis raquet. I
swear I'm going to beat that guy
yet.

Stone Brothers
Civilian And Military Clothiers

1946 CLEMSON FOOTBALL INFORMATION
(Return this card with your application for tickets)

BANKS MCFADDEN

NAME
CITY

ADDRESS

Total Amount
$2.00
3.00
2,50
3.00
3.00
250
3.75
@ 250
350
rs
Delivery ChargeNo. Tickets

Sept. 21—Presbyterian at Clemson
Sept. 27 (Night)—U. of Ga. at Athens
Oct. 5—N. C. Stfete at Clemson
Oct. 12—Wake Forest at Wake Forest —
Oct. 24—South Carolina at Columbia _
Nov. 2—V. P. I. at Blacksburg
....
Nov. 9—Tulane at! New Orleans
Nov. 16—Furman at Clemson
Nov. 22—Auburn at Montgomery
Amount enclosed

—Address Application to—
TICKET MANAGER
CLEMSON ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

Continued from page two—
can't get along without a drink,
the following is suggested as a
means of freedom from the bondage to bar-rooms.
"Star'l a saloon in your OWN
HOME. Be the only customer. You
will have no license to pay Give
your wife $2 to buy a gallon of
whiskey; and remember there
are 69 drinks to the gallon. Buy
the drinks from no one but your
wife. (Ed. Note: You can't! buy
whiskey for that now!)
"And by the time your gallon
is gone she will have $8 to put
into the bank and $2 to start business again.
"Should you live 10 years and

continue to buy booze from her
and then die with SNAKES in
your boots, she will have money
enough to bury you, educate your
children, buy a house and a lot,
and marry a decent man—and quit
thinking about you ENTIRELY."
Headline worthy of note appeared in one_ of Jimmy Lever's papers
(Jimmy was editor in '40 and is
now secretary for Senator Olin
D Johnson.): It pertained t(o Lt.
Max Chapman, of the Marines,
spending a night at Clemson with
his bride on his wedding trip and
read "Chapman Bivouacs Here
With Bride". Tut Tut - - reminds
us of Pyle's "G. I. Joe".
Such dribbleeeee ......

YOU WILL FIND

Letters - Tom Clemson

Complete Outfitter to Men, Young Men and Students

Continued from page two—

108 N. Main St.

it unreasonable to assume that
Clemson couldn't over a period of
years satisfy its food conscious
students? It is done in other colleges.
Few students are satisfied with
the apparent lack of interest the
administration has in overlooking a
chance to save the student, and the
United States government a few
dollars. Is it unreasonable to assume that the college could take
over the sale of books aiT* school
supplies? It is done in other colleges.
Is it unreasonable to assume that
the College could provide adequate
medical facilities? Is it unreason-

THE CADETS MEET AND EAT AT

THE TIGER'S DEN
"TILLIE" HAYWOOD
Owner
HOT DOGS

SOFT DRINKS
On The Corner

CLEMSON MEN:

GOOD FOOD

We invite you to make your headquarters here while

at the

ANDERSON'S FINEST

The COLLEGE CAFE

JOM C. (MIDI HOTEL

CLEMSON,

"Clemson's Finest"
—:—
SOUTH CAROLINA

in Anderson

Greenville, S. C.

rThousands at "Carolina"
More Thousands At Clemson!
With every college filled to capacity and many veterans
and other boys being turned away from college, it is a
real challenge to every department of the college and
every organization working for the college and for the
students to do everything possible to help make +he best
of every day.
We at the Clemson "Y" want to welcome students, new
and old. You are welcome to use the building, the swimming pool, the lobby and read the magazines, use the pool
tables and game rooms, attend pictures, take part in the
forum and evening watch groups, and attend Vespers.
Veterans and their wives are welcome to use the "Y" pool
each Tuesday and Thursday night. The wives are guests
at these times.
Special "Open House" programs will be provided from time
to time for ROTC students by companies and for veterans
by barracks groups.
The "Y" Building Committee is trying to get a larger auditorium for your comfort and pleasure and to help finance
other improvements and services. A good work from
you to friends back home or suggestions and encouragement here will help very much.
P. B. Holtzendorff
Box 312
Clemson, S. C.

Help the CollegeTHelp You!
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Construction Progresses Rapidly On Vet Houses
Veterans Village Grows
AS UK TYPE Houses Go Up
Th*e new. prefabricated living quarters that Clemson is
entitled to under the Lanham Act are now being constructed
on various parts of the campus tor ex-servicemen students and
faculty' members. Under this act Clemson will get several
hundred units which include a large number of single individual houses, a few six-apartment houses, and one temporary
dormitory. All of these units will be temporary living quarters
for veterans and their, families.
The individual, "United Kingdom" type houses, which are the
first houses to g*o up, are being
cons'iructed by C. M. Guest and
Son in Anderson in the area between the Horticulture grounds
and the Dairy Barn. This type of
house, which was designed to
Blue Key, National Honor Frashelter bombed out families of ternity, although inactive here
England is well smted to -toe at Clemson during the summer
present situation here at Clemson. months, recently held a short
Each of these "U.K." houses con- meeting of the present members,
u
tains two
living .^room,
«u bedrooms.
uciaiwiiis. iiviiig
i'"^ and plans were maae for rpublishbath, and combination kitchen .
j,
_.,
„ ., • _. ,
ing the Clemson College Directand dinette.
sometime in the fall.
This group of 100 houses is ory
This publication which formtaking on the aspects of a little
town in an area which was once erly was issued each year by
grazing and forest land. Four new Blue Key has been discontinued
streets are being, built and new during the war period. Unless
water mains and other public shortage of materials prevent, the
u'tilities are being installed by directory will be ready for
the Construction and Repair De- Christmas, holidays.
partment of the College.. Another
group of these houses is planned
T' to be erected in the vicinity of
'(he Clemson Athletic Field HouseIt is also planned that the apartment houses and temporary
dormitory will be built in this:
Major General Robert McGowsame general area.
an Littlejohn, who attended ClemPrevious to this new addition son for two years in 190M18 beof housings, units, Clemson offic- fore going to West Point, was
ials were responsible for getting,
week appointed to the post
| 50 two-apartment houses, though last
I different in design and construc- of War Assets Administrator,
tion from the type now under handling the disposal of surplus
construction, are furnished, in. property for the Army and Navy.
General Littlejohn, who is a
practically the same manner as
the new apartments and houses brother of Clemson's. business
heater, kerosene cook stove,, and. manager, 3. C. Littlejohn, won a
I will be. Each unit has a coal Distinguished Service Medal for
ice refrigerator with the rest of "marked aggressiveness" in sol'
the furnishings left to the occu- ing "seemingly unsurmountable
problems" as General' EisenhowI pants.
er's Chief Quartermaster in the
European Theater during World
War. IT..
The agency at present is faced
Continued from page 1-—
with five congressional investigafrom twenty-five to thirty-five tions. General Littlejohn sucpercent of the freshmen fail to ceeds Maj; Gen. Edmund Bristol
do satisfactory work. The good Gregory^, who resigned, because
work of the veterans, who are of "ill health" five months after
twenty years or older, and of old- accepting, the post..
er students in general, is proof
that older students are apt to
make better recoras. In due time
the college will have room for
the young men who cannot enter Continued from page; k—
now. The administration and the fense a warning will be r?~"d
faculty are interested in these and restricted parking areas
men and, solicit the opportunity clearly defined.. On further ofof offering advice in helping fenses the violator's automobile
them work out their future plans will be subject to impoundment
for studying at Clemson. It is for periods up to thirty days.
hoped that the freshman appli- The findings of the uajjg^ancLnjancants who cannot be accommo- ishment, recammenaed~rjy^ i tic
r
committee
dated will seek employment in veterans executive
enterprises affording knowledge will be submitted to the Presiin the fields of their special inter- dent of the College for approval
est. Others should take post-grad- and further.' action..
"We further recommend, that
uate high school courses in. English and mathematics and. still, restricted areas be kept plainly
others should enter the armed marked and these restricted arservices in order that there, may eas be brought to the attention
be no induction at eighteen to of alii concerned;"
A bulletin board is now estabbreak into their college career.
It is encouraging to, observe lished for- the veterans and is
many veterans above
thirty located in front or the Y. M. C.
years of age in college. Age. is no, A. Notices concerning the veterbarrier to education but some ans will be posted on the bulleveterans
around twenty—four tin board;.
The veteran's housing problem
maintain that they must. go. to
college in September or never. has been considered by the. eon>
I Any time later will be too, late.. mittee also.. With reference to
1 It is Inevitable that those in earn- this problem, the committee will
est toward acquiring an educa- post, on the bulletin board, a
j tion will not miss the opportunity list of the names of boys: ribw in
I offered them throush Federal the houses and the date these
I aid. Good students will graduate boys first began to occupy the
in three and a half years.. Slower house. Also, a list of the names
students will require a longer of the boys who are now waiting for a house, in order of prestime.
The Registrar has, handled the. ced'ence; will be posted.
The
constitution has been
applications in a fair and just
manner. He is following the rules mimeographed and is nxsm availlaid down by the Faculty Coun- able for everyone who desires a
THREE VIEWS OF CLEMSON'S PRE-FAB HOUSES for vets are shown above- The cil. It is necessary for every stu-: eaKFtop view shows a group of the first two family units that were erected here. The middle dent to take his place in. line and I
view shows an aerial shot of a group of these two family units. The bottom view shows while waiting to continue his pre-:
one of the new United Kingdom type singl e family unit houses in the process of construc- paration for college.. This will he;
most advantageous too his sue- '.
tion.

CHAPPEL AT WORK

Ferrier Returns
From Assignment

Blue Key Plans
College Directory

Littlejohn Appointed
As War Assets Head

Dr. Poole Writes

Greyard Heads

CGSS

Southerland's absence, recently
called a meeting of the society,
Wilbur Greyard, Vice-prsident and plans were made for summer
of Tiger Brotherhood dur Lex activities. The few members now

Brotherhood meets

Tennis and Swimming Equipment
Clemson Zipper Jackets
Pajamas
AT

HOKE SLOAN

present at school formulated
I want all students to know'
plans for several projects to be that we are interested in every
completed either during the sum- young man who wishes to study
at Clemson. If these men will be
mer or fall.
patient with us part of our conD. E„ Earle, class of 1903, who is cern will be relieved.
R. F. POOLE, President
now stationed in Texas, visited
the campus this week for the
from
1906
to 1910. Since then he
first time in thirty years. After
graduation. Mr. Earle was an in- has been connected with the cotstructor in the textile school here J, ton industry,

The light tinkling of milk
bottles,
becoming
frequently
audible and the hearty shout of
"I got it boys" broke the deep
silence down in seventh barracks
one night about three weeks ago.
Per usual, the inhabitants of that
lonely- place -were immediately
startled at the unfamiliar noise.
Jumping from their chairs, beds,
or what have you they all made
for the floor to see what! was
happening. As the doors opened
there stood the source of disturbance..
Clad in everyday dress, with a
brown sack similar to those sup-'
plied by the local newspaper back
home for delivery of papers, stood
a man with food The day had
been saved. Finally, there was
something to eat for the fellows
at night.
Our friend, who instigated this
mew policy of delivering food to
the door, was none other than
"Chap-' Chappel. Eager %> learn
the facts of this unusual thing
your- reporter lightly interviewed
"Chap", and found that he was
connected with Herkimer and
"Herkimer's Honky Tonk" which
had been so greatly advertised
tjhe first week of summer school.
"Herkimer's Honky Tonk", for
those of you who are not familiar
with the name, is the base store
of "Chap" and his business partner, E. P. Wright.. It is located in
room 8-226 and is stocked with
every type of cakes, candy, drinks
ever imaginable. The base store is
usually run by Wright, while the
route (as "Chap" calls it) is run
by Chappel. It seems to be quite
a business and it is possible that
here Clemson is grooming some
business men who will, someday
bear out the good ole name of
their school.
Chappell is a General Science
major and expectls to graduate
in the spring of '47. He is a GI
Vet continuing school where he
left off in 1943 Chappell was
with an anti aircraft outfit, serving in the ETO during, the war.
The peculiar thing about Chappel

is that with all this extra work
he continues to make good grades.
Incidently, his work includes the
delivering the "State" paper to
the doors of students every morning.
Wright is an Animal Husbandry

major and expects Vo graduate
some time in the near future. He
is also a veteran leaving Clemson with the notorious class of
'44 to fight the wars for freedom.
Wright served with the 95 Division, Inf. in the TED during the
war and peculiar but true; he too
pulls down fairly excellent grades.
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SHOP AT

Ballentine's Super

iarket
AND
SAVE
ON
FRESH VEGETABLES
MEATS
BABY FOODS
FANCY and STAPLE GROCERIES

ALLENTINE'S
Super Market
'Where Economy and Courtesy Are The Watch Words"

JUST ARRIVED...
BIG ASSORTMENT
OF FOUNTAIN PENS
»
SHAEFFER
PARKER 51's
EVERSHARP

Heyward Mahon Co.

"Outfitters to Clemson Men"
Summer Dress Accessories
Sporting Goods

Herkimer's Honky Tonk Is Center
Of Interest To Clemson Students

William T. Ferrier, professor of
Agricultural Economics has returned to the campus after eleven
months of teaching and lecturing
at several university centers in
England and on the Continent.
Leaving Clemson- on very short
notice in July 1945, Professor
Ferrier went to Shrivenham, England, as head of the Department
of Agricultural Economics. Shrivenham was one of the schools set
up in the European Theater by
the U. S. War Department to
offer university training to American soldiers awaiting return to
the Unified States.
Professor Ferrier was transferred at the close of Shrivenham in December 1945 to Biarritz University in France and after teaching there for three
months went to USFET where
he was assigned to the Lecture
Bureau.
While at Shrivenham, the Clemson professor had the opportunity
of visiting, a number of English
*irms and discussing with the
farmers the differences in the
American and English farming
methods. In a recent interview
with Mr. Ferrier, he expressed
bis ooinion that English agriculture is a little behind American,
but that 'Ihere were some well Ieveloped farms in the, areas that
he visited.
While with USFET, Mr. Ferrier
visited Germany and Austria,
talking with troops at! concentration points He had the opportunity to study English and German
agriculture and reached the conclusion tha'l on the whole, their
jnethods were less efficient than
those of America.

GREENVILLE, S. C.

-LARGE LINE OF STATIONERY-

South Carolina's Leading Store for Men and Boys
"Clemson's Headquarters in Greenville"

ARTIN DRUG CO.

"Nothing But The Best"
x
HOME-COOKED FOOD
SERVED THREE TIMES DAILY

Anderson Coca-Cola Bottling Co.

P. S. McCollum, Owner

"The Official College Book and Supply Store"

AT

THE CLEMSON CAFETERIA
in YMCA

Anderson, S. C.
Drop In

Bring Your Friends

VISIT OUR SODA FOUNTAIN
Ice Cream

Sandwiches

Soft Drinks

Milkshakes

